About hubs

Simplify your everyday tasks with hubs. Instead of going in and out of various apps, hubs simplify things by tying together related experiences. For example, in the People Hub, not only can you see all your contacts but you can also check status updates from your Facebook friends.

Check out the other cool hubs on your phone such as Office, Pictures, Music + Videos, and more.

HTC your phone

Get more out of your phone with apps from us. Check out the HTC Hub and see what we have in store for you.

The built-in Weather app shows the weather in rich 3D animation for your location or in cities that you select, and provides a forecast for coming days. Apps ranging from fun games to management tools are just a tap away.

These are some of the cool apps that the HTC Hub offers. Some may already be on your phone. If not, don’t worry, you can use the HTC Hub to download the other HTC apps.

Photo Enhancer

Photos need a bit of touch-up? Use one of the available photo enhancements to touch up your photos.

Notes

Note to self – pick up flowers for wife before going to dinner. Use Notes to tack short reminders to yourself.

Stocks

Get updates for the stocks you are following.

Love

He loves me, he loves me not, he loves me!!! See whether that special someone is feeling the same way as you are.

Flashlight

Use your phone’s flash at the back of your phone as a flashlight.

Calculator

Hold the phone upright and you get a basic calculator. Turn your phone to the side and you get a scientific calculator.

Converter

How many pounds are there in a kilo again? Use Converter to convert weight, length, volume, and currency.

Lists

Forgot to buy the toothpaste again? Make sure you don’t forget next time by using List to jot down the things you need to get from the grocery.

Sound Enhancer

Get that surround sound feeling when you’re watching videos or listening to music.

Connections Setup

Set up your phone’s internet connection. Either use your WiFi or a mobile operator.

Email

Read and send email messages right from your phone.

1. Go to the Home screen, then tap “HTC Hub.”

2. Tap the email account you want to use to send or receive email.

3. Enter the email address and password, then tap “Sign in.”

4. Tap the inbox to view your messages.

5. Tap the message you want to read.

6. Tap the reply button to reply to the message.

7. Tap the forward button to forward the message.

8. Tap the delete button to delete the message.
Before you do anything else, please read this.

**Charge the battery.**

a. Look on the battery icon in the lower-left corner of your phone's display. Depending on the battery's condition, you may need to charge it before using your phone. Your phone may also display a battery icon with a lightning bolt. If this happens, plug in the USB cable and connect it to the supplied power adapter. Or, if you already have your phone connected to a power outlet, you can use your phone's charging capabilities to charge your phone. (You may find it easier if you slide the keyboard up and then tap **import sim contacts**.)

b. If your phone is charging, it's important that you do not remove the battery while charging.

c. Connect your phone to a power outlet through the USB cable and adapter provided. You will hear a click when the back cover is locked in place. (You may find it easier if you slide the keyboard up and then tap **import sim contacts**.)

d. You can also charge your phone by connecting it to your computer using the USB cable and adapter provided. If you have an account already set up, press and hold **import sim contacts** to lock the cover into place.

e. Check out the **Start** here guide that's included in the box for more details about the **Start** screen and the functions associated with it.

f. Tap a tile to access the app associated with it.

**Make your first call.**

a. On the **Start** screen, tap the **Phone** tile.

b. In the apps list, tap **add sim contacts**.

c. If it's not set up, you can go to **Settings > cellular** or use **HEARING AID**.

d. If you selected a network that is secured with WEP, enter the key, and then tap **Done**.

e. To view the web page in full screen, tap and hold **Start**.

**Check out the Start here guide that's included in the box** for more details about the **Start** screen and the functions associated with it.

**Tap a tile to access the app associated with it.**

**Start screen.**

The **Start** screen introduces **Windows® Phone**. The tiles that are associated with apps are arranged in rows and columns, and you can add new tiles and themes to the **Start** screen. You can also create folders to organize your tiles. The **Start** screen is where it all starts. This is where it all starts.

**Getting to know your phone.**

a. Before you use your phone, we strongly recommend that you talk to your mobile operator about data rates.

b. Before you use your phone, we strongly recommend that you talk to your mobile operator about data rates.

c. Choose a rate plan wisely.

**Keep in contact.**

**Improving all contacts from your SIM card.**

a. On the **Start** screen, tap the **People** tile.

b. In the apps list, tap **add sim contacts**.

c. If your phone is charging, it's important that you do not remove the battery while charging.

d. Connect your phone to a power outlet through the USB cable and adapter provided. You will hear a click when the back cover is locked in place. (You may find it easier if you slide the keyboard up and then tap **import sim contacts**.)

e. Connect your phone to a power outlet through the USB cable and adapter provided. You will hear a click when the back cover is locked in place. (You may find it easier if you slide the keyboard up and then tap **import sim contacts**.)

**Getting online using your phone's data connection or Wi-Fi.**

a. On the **Start** screen, tap the **Internet Explorer** tile to view the **Start screen**.

b. Tap the Wi-Fi networking **On/Off** switch to turn it on.

c. Tap the SIM card all the way.

d. Tap the **Wi-Fi** network you want to connect to.

**Make your first call.**

a. On the **Start** screen, tap the **Phone** tile.

b. In the apps list, tap **add sim contacts**.

c. If you selected a network that is secured with WEP, enter the key, and then tap **Done**.

**Connecting to the Internet.**

a. On the **Start** screen, tap the **Internet Explorer** tile to view the **Start screen**.

b. Tap the Wi-Fi **On/Off** switch to turn it on.

c. Tap the **Wi-Fi** network you want to connect to.

**Sending a txt msg.**

a. On the **Start** screen, tap the **Messaging** tile.

b. Tap the **Inbox** tab.

c. Tap the **Compose** tab.

**Getting to know your phone.**

a. Before you use your phone, we strongly recommend that you talk to your mobile operator about data rates.

b. Before you use your phone, we strongly recommend that you talk to your mobile operator about data rates.

c. Choose a rate plan wisely.